The standard Glauber model is widely used for determination of centrality classes, for comparison of nucleus-nucleus and proton-nucleus collision with pp data and for search of collective effects. In the Modified Glauber Model (MGM) we take into account energy losses which are relevant to particle production in each nucleon-nucleon collision. MGM provides correct description of total multiplicity yields and scaling with number of nucleon-participants in nucleus-nucleus collisions from AGS to RHIC energies. MGM predictions of centrality dependence of multiplicity yields in Pb-Pb collisions at LHC were confirmed by ALICE. MGM approach was transferred to p-Pb collision and considerable stopping of nucleons was observed. Strong transformation of the behavior of multiplicity density and deviation of the scaling of soft and hard processes with number of nucleon-participants were obtained.
Introduction
The general approach in investigation of collective effects in nucleus-nucleus collisions is usually related to the problem of separation these effects from trivial background of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions. Two Component Model [1] and the Glauber approach [2] are widely used at present to estimate the number of inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions and centrality in various experimental and theoretical works. The assumption was introduced in [1] that the multiplicity of hard and soft processes is proportional to the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions (N coll ) and nucleon-participants (N part ) correspondingly. In such a way that dN/dy = f n pp N part + (1 − f )n pp N coll (1.1) here n pp is the multiplicity measured in pp collisions per unit of (pseudo)rapidity at the given collision energy and f is an adjustable parameter which could be different for different colliding systems and energies. The following fit to the data on the pseudo-rapidity density of charged multiplicity in non-single diffractive pp and pp interactions at the given √ s is usually applied [3] :
It was also assumed [1] that fitting the rapidity distribution in a nucleus-nucleus collisions by using Eq.1.1, 1.2 and the Glauber model one may obtain the correspondence between centrality and the mean number of participants. It was shown that the mean number of participants N part (n) in a nucleus-nucleus collision with multiplicity n could be defined as [1] :
here n(b) -is the mean multiplicity of particles produced at a given impact parameter b, evaluated analogously to Eq.1.1; N part (b) is the mean number of participants in the Glauber approach; and P(n; b) is the correlation function for n(b) (see [1] for details). P 0 (b) is the probability of no interaction among the nuclei at a given impact parameter b:
where σ NN is the inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross section, and T AA (b) is the nuclear overlap function for the collision of two nuclei with atomic number A. Analogous to Eq.1.3 the formula for the mean number of nucleon-nucleon collisions N coll (n) can be obtained [1] . However, it is important to note that Eq.1.3 is writen with the assumption, that every nucleonnucleon collision takes place independently with the same energy √ s and cross-section σ NN . One may expect that this last condition is an oversimplified. In particular, both the energy and the value of σ NN for subsequent inelastic elementary nucleon-nucleon collisions could change due to various effects. In particular, the particle production and the relevant energy loss by nucleon in the dominatingly "soft" nucleon-nucleon collision should lead to decrease of the value of nucleon momentum, to the following decreased value of σ NN for the next collision, and, therefore, finally, to change of values of N part and N coll , and therefore Eq.1.3 becomes uncorrect. Thus one can expect that the resulting number of nucleon-nucleon collisions N coll could be overestimated in any standard approach that neglects these energy losses. In the present work we continue to investigate the last effect by the efficient account of the energy-momentum conservation included in updated version of the Monte Carlo algorithm of the Modified Glauber Model [4, 5] . The Modified Glauber Model (MGM) is introduced briefly in the 2st section and applied to the analysis of mean yields of charged multiplicities in a wide range of energies and centralities of nucleus-nucleus collisions. The 3nd and the 4th sections are devoted to comparison of MGM with SGM results for nucleusnucleus and proton-nucleus collisions in normalization of particles yields at the LHC respectively.
Charged particles yield
Connection between multiplicity of charge particles and the number of collisions in Standard Glauber Model is one of the approaches used in centrality estimates in heavy ion collisions. The naive solution is to start with mean charged particles multiplicity from the experimental pp data at a given collision energy and to fold with number of N coll . In this picture the average multiplicity in a nucleus-nucleus collision is:
where N coll is taken from the Glauber Model. Naturally this naive method of superposition of nucleon-nucleon collisions does not work (see blue line for SGM results Fig. 1a) . The widely used approach to eliminate the problem of exessive multiplicity in the Glauber model is to apply a so-called Two Components Model [1] in combination with the SGM. The majour drawback was mentioned in the introduction: it is the assumption of the fixed value of inelastic NN collisions cross-section σ NN for all nucleon-nucleon collisions. The alternative approach is based on the main idea that in each inelastic nucleon-nucleon collision some kinetic energy is lost for formation of particles. Therefore every next collision takes place in the simplified approach with lower energy and, correspondingly, with lower cross-section and multiplicity. For realization of this assumption the Modified Glauber Model was proposed in [4, 5] and updated for a study in the present work. Thus we take into account in an efficient way the collective effects in multiparticle production in nucleus-nucleus and proton-nucleus collisions just by consideration of energy needed to produce particles in all nucleon-nucleon collisions.
The Modified Glauber Model
In the Modified Glauber Model [4, 5] nucleons lose a fixed part (1 − k) of momentum in the center of mass system in each nucleon-nucleon collision.
here p -is a nucleon momentum in the center of two nucleons mass system before collision, pa nucleon momentum after collision, k -is the momentum loss parameter. Correspondingly every next collision of a given nucleon (or nucleon-like structure) with the new nucleons of incoming nucleus goes with the lower cross-section, and lower multiplicity of charge particles, which are taken from experimental data [7, 12] . In out Monte Carlo realization, in accordance with this
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A new look on AA and pA collisions at LHC A.Seryakov a) b) approach, the possibility of collisions between nulceons of the same nucleus was introduced. This can happen when a nucleon may lose all its momentum after several collisions and even may change the direction of its flight to opposite. The effect is negligible for AA but plays a big role for peripheral proton-nucleus collisions.
Parameter k in our calculations was obtained by fitting the experimental multiplicity data in the most central Pb-Pb and AuAu collision in a wide range of energy from 17 to 200 GeV (see red curve in Fig. 1a ).
Nucleus-nucleus collisions
The MGM with a single (fixed in the analysis) parameter k, which was fitted only for central events, describes multiplicity data for all centrality intervals in a broad range of Au-Au and Pb-Pb collision energies (from 19 GeV to 2.76 TeV) including the new LHC data (Fig. 1b) .
One may see that in the case of nucleus-nucleus collisions at the LHC the MGM predicts practically the same value of nucleon-participants N part as the SGM. But it is obtained for central Pb-Pb collisions that the value of N coll is almost three times lower then in SGM due to the account of nucleon momentum loss done in the MGM (Fig. 2) . This means that caution should be taken in any normalization of yields in the domain of soft processes of multiparticle production on results from standard Glauber model.
Nucleon stopping in proton-nucleus collisions
Proton-nucleus (pA) collisions are characterized by a strong asymmetry of colliding systems.
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In the Figure 3 (a) the MGM results with k = 0.35 on the average numbers of N part and N coll in p-Pb collisions at √ s=5.04 TeV are presented versus impact parameter "b" and compared to the SGM calculations. First of all, dramatic difference with the standard Glauber (SGM) calculations is observed. One may see, that in this simplified picture, within the limits of MGM, a projectile proton does not have enough energy to pass through lead nucleus due to energy losses for charged particles production leading to nucleon stopping effect. Therefore about three times decrease of N part and N coll for zero impact parameter in comparison to SGM is observed. We may also note that in peripheral region the mean number of participants in MGM is larger than in SGM due to additional collision between nucleons considered in the updated model (some nucleons may stop the flight after considerable momentum loss and may be collided by overtaking nucleons from the same nucleus).
In view of these results, the normalization of proton-nucleus collisions data on the pseudorapidity density of charge particles in p-Pb collision performed in [6] should be reconsidered. The experimental values of pseudorapidity density of charge particles in proton(deutron)-nucleus collisions, normalized to the average N part , are shown vs. collision energy per nucleon pair in Fig.3(b) together with some approximations. Compilation of all experimental data, except green points for p-Pb, pAu and d-Au collisions, is taken from [6] . Red points are obtained in the experimental paper by using SGM for normalization of data in p-Pb, p-Au and d-Au collisions. Green pointsare recalculated values obtained in the present study from MGM with k = 0.35. Similar significant change of understanding the experimental data could be referred to the ratio of Z-bosons yields and charged-particle multiplicity [11] (see Fig. 4 ). These data mean that the given ratio is independent of the number of nucleon-participants, pointing at scaling with N part . This result is based on the standard Glauber model estimate of N part in p-Pb collisions at LHC.
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Conclusions
Modified Glauber Model (MGM) with a single parameter k, fixed in the analysis, describes the multiplicity data for all centrality intervals in a broad range of Au-Au and Pb-Pb collision energies (from √ s=19 GeV to √ s=2.76 TeV). The MGM predicts considerable nucleon stopping effects in
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